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JEA 2W00 - WORLD WAR II
<09/94>
[u-bit #58913795]
1379.5-1-1
05:11:37 1) Nazi Concentration Camps
(S) WWII: Germany two affidavits, map of Europe showing locations of concentration
Concentration
camps, camps after liberation by the Allies, piles of bodies, survivors,
Camps
interiors including gas chambers, U.S. Army in camps, cleaning up,
[sound-narration]
exteriors, demonstration of torture methods etc.
05:12:15
Leipzig in Germany
05:12:59
Dachau in Germany
05:14:13
Nordhausen in Germany
05:15:16

Ohrdruf in Germany - Eisenhower

05:16:01

Hadamar in Germany

05:16:49

Mauthausen in Austria - buildings, ovens, survivors, children, MCS
marking on child’s arm, pile of dead bodies, dead bodies being
thrown onto cart, CSs faces of dead bodies

05:17:40

Breendonck in Belgium - MLS building with barbed wire fence in
foreground, doors, CS sign on door: “Eintritt Verboten No.12061”,
stack of coffins, demonstration of torture methods and beating with
barbed wire stick
Bergen-Belsen in Germany

05:18:37
-05:20:02
05:20:16

05:39:48
-05:40:09

[also on 1C14
01:12:00-01:12:36]
[also on 1C14
01:12:39-01:13:10]

Railroaders Always
(?) ?
“Operations Of The Military - Railway System Overseas”
[sound-with
AERIAL of railroad being bombed from air, tanks firing, explosions,
narration]
destroyed railroad tracks, buildings, army vehicles and tanks parked
in lot, map of Iran, unloading trains from ship, “U. S. S. R.” printed on
boxes, map of India, Burma and China, Indian child shaving American
soldier, train transporting autos, military railroad service, train
transportation in Burma, Alaskan railroad transport, U.S. bombing Italy,
Germans bombing railroad tracks as they leave, destroying railroad tracks,
demolition of railroad tracks, U.S. rebuilding train, locomotive, tracks
being unloaded from ship, packages of food being delivered, wounded
soldiers being carried on stretchers onto trains, refugees carrying
belongings on their heads
train leaving from Liberty State Park
[U.S. War Department, Official War Film #1168, Produced by Army
Pictorial Service/Signal Corps]
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05:40:25
05:40:40

05:41:24

05:45:09

05:46:43
05:47:50

05:53:38
05:54:36

German Atrocities
(?) ?
U.S. Army troops running across field under fire toward town of
[sound-narration]
Hameln, Germany burning in background, U.S. troops rushing
through gate into prison camp holding American and other
Allied soldiers, tank breaking through barb wire fence followed by
troops as prisoners rush out to greet them, MCSs smiling prisoners
shaking hands and hugging their liberators, large group waving up
toward camera (04/06/45)
concentration camps - Buchenwald in Germany: prisoners, exteriors,
prisoners leaving, walking along road, other prisoners into ambulances,
CUs prisoners faces and bodies, prisoner onto stretcher, prisoner being
examined in hospital, CU wounds caused by beatings of Nazis,
soup line for prisoners, prisoners eating
Mauthausen in Austria - wagon with potatoes arriving, group of prisoners
rushing to wagon, grabbing potatoes, cooking, CU female prisoners,
woman with baby, food being given to prisoners through fence,
group of women who served as prostitutes for the workers,
Austrian Alps - LS mountain top, Lake Evansee?, Evansee?
Concentration Camp - CU prisoners, POWs at fence, CUs naked
prisoners showing extreme malnutrition, CUs Nazi Youth outside camp
General Eisenhower, General Bradley, General Patton and Maj. General Walker
visiting Buchenwald Concentration Camp on 04/12/45, the day after the
liberation - Generals being met by representative of prisoners,
showing them scaffold, demonstration of whipping block, walking
by piles of dead bodies on ground, Germans from area being forced
to visit camp, seeing piles of dead, CUs German’s faces coming
out of barracks with masses of dead bodies, wounded SS officer
on floor who was beaten by prisoners, members of War Crime
Commission at Buchenwald - at camp’s hospital, crematorium,
furnaces where bodies were burned, piles of bones and ashes,
burned bodies, bodies of shot and electrocuted prisoners at fences,
U.S. soldiers walking along piles of dead bodies, prisoner crying next
to body, newspapermen visiting camps upon invitation from
Eisenhower seeing the masses of dead bodies, bodies being piled up,
reporters leaving camp
Germans being put to work to remove bodies at Nordhausen, carrying
bodies away, piling up bodies on wagon
many former Nazis marching with shovels on country road, retrieving
bodies from mass grave in forest near Neuenburg,
Herzenheim - retrieving bodies of mainly woman from mass grave,
Hadamar “Insane Asylum” - dead being digged out, autopsy being
performed on body to see if poison was cause of death, War Crimes
Investigation Commission - clerk and doctor of Hadamar being
questioned, exterior of concentration camp - rows of bodies, Germans
digging graves, dead bodies in graves, Neuenburg - women of town
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-06:00:49

06:01:05

06:06:37
-06:06:55
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being forced to carry coffins to where bodies are, men carrying the
coffins back to cemetery, older townspeople and children watching
“Procession”, funeral service - prisoner watching, townspeople filing
by rows of caskets, Buchenwald - memorial for 50,000 who died there
(was erected by prisoners), cemetery
(04/06/45) [Army Pictorial Service - U.S. Army Signal Corps]

Exposition Des Armees Britanniques
(?) ?
- exposition of arms in Paris, soldiers looking at weapons, cleaning
[color]
weapons, lines of soldiers at attention, on Champs-Elysees,
[silent]
Generals (De Gaulle etc.) reviewing troops, speeches, army band,
Churchill and others parading in car, marching troops, spectators,
parade with troops, British dignitaries with wigs and “Old” costumes,
Churchill, Eisenhower and other VIPs
(1945?)

